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Invasive alien species cause major changes to ecosystem functioning and patterns of

biodiversity, and the main factors involved in invasion success remain contested. Using

the Mediterranean island of Crete, Greece as a case study, we suggest a framework for

analyzing spatial data of alien species distributions, based on environmental predictors,

aiming to gain an understanding of their spatial patterns and spread. Mediterranean

islands are under strong ecological pressure from invading species due to their restricted

size and increased human impact. Four hypotheses of invasibility, the “propagule

pressure hypothesis” (H1), “biotic resistance hypothesis vs. acceptance hypothesis” (H2),

“disturbance-mediated hypothesis” (H3), and “environmental heterogeneity hypothesis”

(H4) were tested. Using data from alien, native, and endemic vascular plant species,

the propagule pressure, biotic resistance vs. acceptance, disturbance-mediated, and

environmental heterogeneity hypotheses were tested with Generalized Additive Modeling

(GAM) of 39 models. Based on model selection, the optimal model includes the positive

covariates of native species richness, the negative covariates of endemic species

richness, and land area. Variance partitioning between the four hypotheses indicated

that the biotic resistance vs. acceptance hypothesis explained the vast majority of the

total variance. These results show that areas of high species richness have greater

invasibility and support the acceptance hypothesis and “rich-get-richer” distribution of

alien species. The negative correlation between alien and endemic species appears to be

predominantly driven by altitude, with fewer alien and more endemic species at greater

altitudes, and habitat richness. The negative relationship between alien and endemic

species richness provides potential for understanding patterns of endemic and alien

species on islands, contributing to more effective conservation strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Alien species are non-indigenous taxa introduced to areas
beyond their natural distribution and biogeographical barriers
by human activity. They can become invasive and have major
impacts on native biodiversity by causing local or global
extinctions, modifying community composition, and impeding
or altering ecosystem functioning (Kolar and Lodge, 2001;
Richardson and Pyšek, 2006; Reaser et al., 2007; Blackburn et al.,
2014; Kumschick et al., 2015). Invasion can be viewed as a
function of the relationship between abiotic characteristics of
an invaded ecosystem, the traits of alien species and recipient
community, in addition to propagule pressure that includes the
number of non-native individuals in an introduced group and the
number of introduction events (Lockwood et al., 2005; Catford
et al., 2009). Each of these factors contribute to the success of
an invasion, although their influence is unlikely to be equal,
and in many cases, there are multiple, largely interactive factors
underlying invasibility (Alpert et al., 2000; Catford et al., 2009,
2011).

Several hypotheses have been proposed for explaining
successful invasions (Hierro et al., 2005; Jeschke, 2014). These
hypotheses may actually be overlapping and they are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. According to the “propagule
pressure hypothesis” (H1), high supply and frequency of
plant propagule introductions (including adult plants, seeds or
reproductive vegetative fragments) should raise the probability
of successful invasion through increased genetic diversity, seed
swamping and ongoing addition of new individuals, greater
probability of introduction into a favorable environment, and
increasing the chances of overcoming environmental and
demographic stochasticity (Lockwood et al., 2005, 2013; Catford
et al., 2009; Simberloff, 2009). In the British Isles, the H1 may
explain, to a degree, why many plant invasions occur close to
human sites and settlements (Crawley et al., 1996).

The “biotic resistance hypothesis” predicts ecosystems will
have greater resistance to invasion with high native species
richness compared to ecosystems with low richness (Elton,
1958; Levine and D’Antonio, 1999; Lonsdale, 1999; Jeschke,
2014). It is a special formulation of the “diversity-stability
hypothesis,” a more general ecological hypothesis, according to
which ecosystems with high biodiversity are more stable than
ecosystems with low biodiversity. This is closely related to the
“empty niche” hypothesis, which posits that when an ecosystem
is unsaturated from low indigenous species diversity, invading
groups will occupy underutilized niches and use available
resources (MacArthur, 1970; Hierro et al., 2005). This hypothesis
predicts a negative correlation between native and alien species
richness. However, a number of studies reported the opposite
pattern, i.e., a positive correlation between native and alien
species richness (McKinney, 2002), leading to the formulation
of the “acceptance hypothesis” and to a “rich-get-richer” pattern
(Stohlgren et al., 2003, 2006). As “biotic resistance hypothesis vs.
acceptance hypothesis” (H2) are essentially two sides of the same
coin we have therefore treated them as one testable hypothesis,
i.e., the chances of successful invasion depend (positively or
negatively) on the native species richness.

The “disturbance-mediated hypothesis” (H3) states that
disturbance can reset succession and improve availability of
resources, providing alien species with an equal or improved
chance of success in colonization and establishment (Catford
et al., 2009). A strong global relationship has been proposed
between human-induced disturbance and invasibility (Zhang
et al., 2006), explained both by human activities creating
pathways for the introduction of alien species and the ongoing
generation of new (artificial or agricultural) habitat types due to
human-mediated habitat destruction (of natural habitat types)
and biodiversity loss.

According to the “environmental heterogeneity hypothesis”
(H4), ecosystems can host a diversity of species when they
contain a variety of niches and high environmental variability
(Melbourne et al., 2007; Catford et al., 2009). Heterogeneity in
key environmental factors, such as temperature, water, nutrients,
sunlight and physical disturbances plays a definite role in
community-level resistance to new invasions, as well as in their
outcome and the severity of their impacts (Melbourne et al.,
2007).

Islands are geographically isolated and often have a distinct
combination of species compared to those found on continents,
and are under particularly strong ecological threat from invasive
alien species (Reaser et al., 2007). The Mediterranean islands
are considered more vulnerable to invasive alien species
introductions than their comparable closest mainland areas due
to their proportionally lower native diversity and the presence
of unsaturated local communities (Hulme et al., 2008), and
evidence suggests there have been major increases in the number
of invasive alien species recently (Celesti-Grapow et al., 2016).
Moreover, the historical and modern importance of ports,
trade and anthropogenic disturbance, with changes to land use
and climate are likely facilitating further the introduction and
establishment of alien species (Ross et al., 2008). Crete, the fifth
largest Mediterranean island, and surrounding islets provide an
interesting case study to test hypotheses on plant invasions, as
the islands are a biodiversity hotspot containing a unique flora
(Medail and Quezel, 1997). The islands have been populated
by humans for over 9,000 years, but there are recent severe
anthropogenic pressures and land use changes (Papanastasis and
Kazaklis, 1998; Sarris et al., 2005). We sought to quantify the
patterns of alien vascular plant species richness by testing four
invasibility hypotheses.

METHODS

Study Area
The island of Crete and 49 surrounding islets (i.e., the Cretan
area Turland et al., 1993) were examined, covering an area of
8,374 km2 and including 1,647 vascular plant species (Turland
et al., 1993). The Crete area exhibits rich plant diversity and is a
red alert biodiversity hotspot within the Mediterranean (Médail
and Diadema, 2009), and around 10% of its total native number
of species comprises endemic vascular flora (Turland et al., 1993).
Apart from the endemic species, the flora comprises significant
Eastern Mediterranean and Anatolian elements, (e.g., Datisca
sp), Tertiary relictual Aegean endemics (e.g., Lomelosia sp), and
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North African species (Erodium sp). There are three mountain
massifs in Crete, with Psiloritis the highest (at 2,456m) and
Lefka Ori the most extensive. The latter, situated at the western
part on the island include 15 peaks above 2,200m (Vogiatzakis
et al., 2003). The distribution of elevations on the island changes
steeply, particularly on its south-western part (Vogiatzakis et al.,
2003). Coastal areas are highly modified mainly for tourism
infrastructure, and the human population of the island mainly

resides on the north side where most cities are located (and thus
most human-created and modified habitats are present). There
is a significant number of cultivated land areas (agricultural
habitats) predominantly with olive trees and grapes.

Linking Hypothesis with Covariates
Statistical models were designed to explicitly test the four
hypotheses. The covariates used to test H1 were the percentage

TABLE 1 | List of all models and predictor covariates of alien species richness related to each of the four hypotheses.

Hypothesis Model Predictor variables

g0 Area

1 g1 Artificial coverage + area

g2 Agricultural coverage + area

g3 Artificial coverage + agricultural coverage + area

2 g4 Native species richness + area

g5 Endemic species richness + area

g6 Native species richness + endemic species richness + area

3 g7 Artificial richness + area

g8 Agricultural richness + area

g9 Artificial richness + agricultural richness + area

4 g10 Soil richness + area

g11 Habitat richness + area

g12 Altitude range + area

g13 Temperature range + area

g14 Precipitation range + area

g15 Altitude range + habitat richness + area

g16 Altitude range + soil richness + area

g17 Altitude range + temperature range + area

g18 Altitude range + precipitation range + area

g19 Habitat richness + soil richness + area

g20 Habitat richness + temperature range + area

g21 Habitat richness + precipitation range + area

g22 Soil richness + temperature range + area

g23 Soil richness + precipitation range + area

g24 Temperature range + precipitation range + area

g25 Altitude range+ habitat richness + soil richness + area

g26 Altitude range+ habitat richness + temperature range + area

g27 Altitude range+ habitat richness + precipitation range + area

g28 Altitude range+ soil richness + temperature range + area

g29 Altitude range+ soil richness + precipitation range + area

g30 Altitude range+ temperature range + precipitation range + area

g31 Habitat richness+ soil richness + temperature range + area

g32 Habitat richness+ soil richness + precipitation range + area

g33 Habitat richness+ temperature range + precipitation range + area

g34 Soil richness+ temperature range + precipitation range + area

g35 Altitude range+ habitat richness+ soil richness + temperature range + area

g36 Altitude range+ habitat richness+ soil richness + precipitation range + area

g37 Habitat richness+ soil richness+ temperature range + precipitation range + area

g38 Altitude range+ habitat richness+ soil richness+ temperature range + precipitation range + area

All models also included area as a covariate.
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cover of artificial and agricultural habitats, with each providing a
measure of human presence, activity and intensity of the main
pathways for alien plants, i.e., ornamental planting, trade of
contaminated commodities, and cultivation, (see European Alien
Species Information Network; Katsanevakis et al., 2015), and
used herein as a surrogate of propagule pressure. For H2, native
and endemic species richness provides a measure of species
diversity. For H3, artificial and agricultural habitat richness
were used measuring the variety of anthropogenic habitats and
thus available empty habitats deriving from human-mediated
disturbance. Artificial plus agricultural percentage of cover was
partly correlated with total habitat richness (linear regression,
R2 = 23.1%) and thus to that end there is some co-linearity
between the covariates for H1 and H3 (see Figure S1). For
H4, environmental traits measuring heterogeneity were used;
these included altitude range, habitat richness, soil richness,
temperature range, and precipitation range. In the plant atlas by
Turland et al. (1993) coastal cells have unequal surface area with
inland cells. In order to account for this effect the total surface
area of each cell was normalized by the surface area of inland cells
(8.25× 8.25= 68.0625 km2). All hypotheses included the effects
of cell land area as a fixed covariate in order to account for the
effect of unequal land surface area of cells neighboring with the
sea. Therefore, apart from cell area, all four hypotheses included
different sets of covariates. A full list with all the statistical models
explored and their link with the four hypotheses is provided in
Table 1.

Plant Data
Maps of presence-absence vascular plant species distributions in
the Cretan area were digitized from Turland et al. (1993) and its
latest supplement (Chilton and Turland, 2008). The main island
of Crete and the surrounding islands were divided into 162 grid
cells of 8.25 × 8.25 km following the grid cell size of Turland
et al. (1993). For each cell, the native, endemic, and alien species
richness was calculated. We used (Turland et al., 1993; Chilton
and Turland, 2008) and references therein to define native (nnat
= 1,395) and endemic (nend = 174) species, and the vascular
plants from D’Agata et al. (2009) that are listed in Turland et al.
(1993) and Chilton and Turland (2008) were used to define alien
(nalien = 78) species.

Land Cover Data
Habitat classification relied on the most detailed resolution
available of the CORINE Landcover (level 3, spatial resolution
100m; EEA, 2010), to calculate the richness and percentage of
every land cover class within every grid cell, using Patch Analyst
5.1 within ArcGIS. In order to avoid potential temporal deviance
between habitat classifications and species presences in cells, the
last updated available supplement for the flora of Crete published
in 2008 (Chilton and Turland, 2008) and the closest available
time snapshot of the CORINE landcover for Crete in 2010 were
used. The classification process resulted in 29 habitat types, of
which 9 were agricultural, 7 were artificial, and 13 were natural.
We recorded habitat richness per cell as the number of different
land cover types present on each cell as well as their percentage of
cover.

Climatic, Soil, and Altitude Data
Climatic variables were derived fromWorldClim (Hijmans et al.,
2005) for Crete and surrounding islets. The original resolution
of the climatic data was 1 km. In order to re-scale them to
8.25 km and match them with the grid of the plant data
the mean values of the 1 km data within the 8.25 km cells
were calculated and used. The climatic variables used here
were: annual mean temperature (Tempmean), annual mean
temperature of warmest quarter (Tempwarm), annual mean
temperature of coldest quarter (Tempcold) all in ◦C, annual
mean precipitation (Precipmean), precipitation of wettest quarter
(Precipwet), precipitation of driest quarter (Precipdry) all in mm
year−1. Soil data were derived from SoilGrid (Hengl et al., 2014)
and were rescaled from 1 to 8.25 km as done for the climatic data.
The soil variable used was soil richness in the cell (Soildiv) derived
as the number of different soil types occurring within each cell.
The indices of elevation recorded were the mean of all elevation
scores within the cell (Alt) and the range of elevation within the
cell (Alt range) both in meters.

Statistical Analysis
The inherently non-linear relationship between alien species
richness and potential explanatory covariates were modeled with
Generalized Additive Models (GAMs); (Hastie and Tibshirani,
1990). GAMs are a generalization of the multiple regression
model maintaining the additive nature of the model replacing
the terms of the linear equation with non-parametric smooth
functions s(Xi) of each independent variable (Xi). In GAMs the
distribution of the dependent variable can be explicitly quantified
and therefore does not need to be normal nor does it have
to be continuous. Having specified the underlying distribution
of the dependent variable, values are predicted from a linear
combination of independent variables, via a link function which
specifies the distribution of the dependent variable:

g (E [Y]) = b0 + s1 (X1) + . . . + sm(Xm)

where Y is the dependent variable, E[Y] is the expected value of Y
and g(E[Y]) is the link function, that links the dependent variable
to the predictor variables Xi.

Specifically, the expected value of alien species richness in each
8.25 × 8.25 km cell was related to the explanatory covariates,
according to the general formulation:

g
(

E
[

Richnessi
])

= c+
∑

m

sm(Xmi)

where g is the link function, sm(·) is the one-dimensional
smooth function for covariate m, and Xmi is the value of
covariate Xm for the ith cell. All the smooth functions sm(·)
were implemented using penalized cubic regression splines (with
the default basis dimension q = 10, estimated by penalized
iterative least squares; Wood, 2006). Optimum smoothing was
determined using generalized cross validation (GCV), increasing
by a factor of γ = 1.4 in the GCV score the amount that the
effective degree of freedom of each model counts. As occasionally
the GCVmethod may result in over-fitting a value of γ ≈ 1.4 was
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FIGURE 1 | Initial data mining: (A) exploring the relationship between species

richness data (described in the main text, methods “Plant data”) (B) land cover

indices (described in the main text, methods “Land cover data”), and

(C) environmental and climatic data (described in the main text, methods

“Climatic, soil, and altitude data”) with multi-scatter plots. Grey circles indicate

data points, solid red lines linear regression, and dashed green lines a lowess

smoother between each two data indices.

used in order to account for this without compromising model fit
(Kim and Gu, 2004). The model fitting was conducted using the
mgcv package (Wood, 2006) in R v.3.1.2 (R Development Core
Team, 2016).

To identify the best underlying probability distribution, five
different error distributions were examined including Gaussian,
Lognormal, Gamma, Poisson, and Negative binomial; these
distributions were compared based on a full model with all of
the predictor variables included using the Akaike Information
Criterion (Akaike, 1973; Burnham and Anderson, 2002). After
identifying the best probability distribution, AIC was used for
model selection among the set of candidate models. Thirty-nine
alternative GAMs gi, i = 0–38 were fitted, where a reference
model go was used with area as the only predictor variable.
The subsequent 39 models all involved one or more predictor
variables related with the four hypotheses (see Table 1 for the full
list). The equations of the maximal model for H1, H2, H3, and
H4, respectively are:

H1 : g3
(

E
[

Alien
])

= s1
(

Artif . cover
)

+ s2
(

Agric. cover
)

+ s3(area)

H2 : g6
(

E
[

Alien
])

= s1
(

Native spp richness
)

+ s2
(

Endemic spp richness
)

+ s3(area)

H3 : g9
(

E
[

Alien
])

= s1
(

Artif . richness
)

+ s2
(

Agric. richness
)

+ s3(area)

H4 : g38
(

E
[

Alien
])

= s1
(

Alt. range
)

+ s2
(

Habitat richness
)

+ s3
(

Soil richness
)

+ s4
(

Temp. range
)

+ s5
(

Precip. range
)

+ s7(area)

Themodel with the lowest AICwas selected as the best model. An
empirical semivariogram of the residuals of the optimal model
showed no evidence of spatial autocorrelation (Legendre and
Fortin, 1989).

Variance partitioning was employed in order to provide a
furthermeasure of howmuch independent variation is accounted
for by each of the four hypotheses (Borcard and Legendre,
1994). We added together all the relevant covariates to each
hypothesis and quantified the independent contribution of each
hypothesis to the total pattern of alien species richness (H1
included variables as described in the model g3, H2 as in g6,
H3 as in g9, and H4 as in g38). Randomizations (n = 99) were
also performed in order to asses confidence intervals (Mac Nally,
2002).

RESULTS

An initial data mining exploration between all dependent and
independent variables with multi-scatter plots is provided in
Figure 1 and a cluster analysis is provided in the Supplementary
Material (Figure S1). From a simple initial linear regression or
smoothing perspective, alien species richness have a positive
relationship with native species richness, and no relationship
(regression slope close to zero) or weakly negative based
on smoothing trend lines with endemic species richness
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(Figure 1A). Endemic species richness was positively correlated
with native species richness (Figure 1A). Overall the relationship
between richness and cover is not straightforward as either
regression slopes are relatively low or there is a deviance
between regressions and smoothing (Figure 1B). Altitude is
positively correlated with altitude range and mean precipitation
with precipitation range but temperature mean has no clear
relationship with temperature range (Figure 1C). As expected
altitude is negatively correlated with mean temperature, but not
with temperature range (Figure 1C). Altitude is also negatively
correlated with soil richness (Figure 1C).

The Poisson probability distribution had the lowest AIC score
(Table S1), and thus all models were run using a Poisson error
distribution and log as the natural link function. From the
full analyses of all 39 models (Table S2), the model g6 related
with the H2 was the best-supported model with the lowest
AIC (550.7793) and explained 67.8% of deviance. Model g6

included native species richness, endemic species richness and
area as predictor variables. Alien species richness was positively
correlated with native species richness, negatively correlated with
endemic species richness, and, as expected, increased with area
across the main range of cell land areas (the slightly declining
richness with area at high values of area was non-significant and
was based on a very low number of data points); (Figure 2).

Variance partitioning of the habitat and environmental
covariates included in each hypothesis showed the variables
involved in H2 explained close to 60% of variation in alien
richness, whereas H1 explained just over 10%, H3 close to 30%,
and H4 under 10% of variation (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Patterns of alien species in the Cretan area, based on testable
hypotheses, provided the greatest support for the “biotic

FIGURE 2 | Estimated smooth terms for the best model of alien species richness. The top panels (A) show the positive correlation between alien species richness

and native species richness, (B) the middle panel shows the negative correlation with endemic species richness, and (C) bottom panel the relationship with area. For

panels on the left, smooth terms (black lines) are given in the linear predictor scale and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are indicated with gery intervals.

For panels on the right, smooth terms are given in the response scale of the raw data (i.e., smooth terms were exp-transformed). The numbers after the commas in

the y-axis titles are the estimated degrees of freedom of the smooth terms. Rug on the horizontal axis represents density of datapoints.
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FIGURE 3 | Variance partitioning of environmental and habitat covariates

included in each of four hypotheses. H1, propagule pressure hypothesis;

H2, biotic resistance vs. acceptance hypotheses; H3, disturbance-mediated

hypothesis; H4, environmental heterogeneity hypothesis.

resistance vs. acceptance hypotheses” (H2) both in terms of
model selection out of 39 models as well as from variance
partitioning—nearly 60% of the total variance was explained
by H2. This does not mean there is no relationship between
alien species richness and human activity and environmental
disturbance. Indeed, other models than the optimal had strong
explanatory power and all hypotheses showed patterns as
expected with alien species richness been positively correlated
with propagule pressure (Wallace and Prather, 2016), human
activity (Malavasi et al., 2016), and environmental disturbance
(Peltzer et al., 2016) as well as synergistic interactions (Barney
et al., 2016; Berg et al., 2016). These results are only partly shown
here, as the deviance explained by each model and variance
partitioning show the magnitude of the result but not the sign of
the relationship, and interactions of covariates between different
hypotheses were not explored.

Our results indicate that rather than a “black and white” or
a “single variable” attempt to explain patterns of alien species,
the reality seems to lie in between—all hypotheses contributed to
explaining the pattern. The concept of a single “true” predictive
model seems to be of little utility in ecology (Evans et al., 2014)
with more data resulting in more complex models (Evans and
Moustakas, 2016). Nevertheless, in this study the goal was not
to develop the best possible predictive model (i.e., explaining as
much of the variance as possible) but rather to investigate the
differential support of the main hypotheses in invasion biology.
Note that several more testable hypotheses exist—(see e.g., Hierro
et al., 2005; Catford et al., 2009; Jeschke, 2014)—regarding
invasibility that we did not explore because some of them are
overlapping and would require using the same covariates to
explore different hypotheses.

According to the results derived here there is a strong
implication for the acceptance hypothesis and a “rich-get-richer”
distribution of invasive vascular plant species in the Cretan area,
whereby regions with high native species richness are associated
with high alien species richness (Stohlgren et al., 2003). The
positive correlation between alien and native species richness

is consistent with multiple previous large-scale observational
studies (Knops et al., 1995; Robinson et al., 1995; Planty-Tabacchi
et al., 1996; Levine and D’Antonio, 1999; Lonsdale, 1999; Levine,
2000; McKinney, 2002; Stohlgren et al., 2003, 2006; Souza et al.,
2011; Blackburn et al., 2016). It is difficult to ascertain the full
causal relationship between alien and native species distributions,
as their apparent co-variation may be due to similar, independent
reactions to the same factors, specifically favorable environmental
conditions, adequate resources and fertile land, meaning the
conditions good for native species are also good for alien species
(Levine and D’Antonio, 1999; Stohlgren et al., 1999; Richardson
and Pyšek, 2006).

There are several studies reporting an inverse relationship
between alien and native species, in terms e.g., of environmental
energy and human impact (Marini et al., 2009), responses to
soil fertility and in general of trait or performance differences
among plant functional groups (Peltzer et al., 2016). However, the
existence of different patterns between alien and native species
is not consistent worldwide (Ordonez and Olff, 2013), and the
result of inverse patterns between alien and endemic species
reported here appears to be fairly novel.

We performed a post-hoc analysis examining separately the
relationship of alien and endemic species richness with altitude
and habitat richness, and the correlation between endemic
and native species richness (Figure 4). There is a positive
correlation between endemic species richness and altitude,
the opposite pattern found for alien species (Figures 4A,B),
indicating the observed relationship between alien and endemic
species richness is possibly linked with altitude. Indeed, almost
half (43%) of Cretan endemics are found solely at elevations
higher than 1,000m (Legakis and Kypriotakis, 1994). Endemic
species richness is known to increase with altitude (Cañadas
et al., 2014), and typically peaks at higher altitudes compared
to total species richness (Vetaas and Grytnes, 2002). Alien
and endemic species distributions have been shown to differ
along a longitudinal gradient in rivers in another Mediterranean
island (Sardinia), with endemic species more common in natural
upper parts and alien species more common in lower and
middle parts, the latter linked to human impact and agriculture
(Angiolini et al., 2013). In Tenerife (Canary islands) altitude
was the most important factor determining (inverse) patterns
in endemic and native species along roadsides (Bacaro et al.,
2015). Altitude itself is likely to be masking several long-term
acting processes regarding endemism: the increased proportion
of Cretan endemics with altitude is regarded as being due to
diversification linked to the Cretan mountains (especially mid-
altitude areas), driven by altitudinal-driven ecological isolation
(Trigas et al., 2013). Climate filtering reflected in varying patterns
along altitudinal gradients is an important determinant of the
richness of alien species (which are not adapted to high altitudes),
while anthropogenic pressures may explain the richness of
alien species at low elevation (Bacaro et al., 2015). Higher
elevations have an interaction effect between area and habitat
diversity: area since in small islands land surface area extends
with elevation, and components of habitat diversity, such as
more heterogeneous topography, a broader selection of micro-
habitats, and a reduced effect of the sea are related with elevation
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(Panitsa et al., 2006). It is therefore possible that the effect of
environmental heterogeneity is hidden behind elevation.

Our post-hoc analysis indicated a further variable of interest,
habitat richness, which showed a positive correlation with alien
species richness (Figure 4C), supporting theH4 but no consistent
effect on endemic species (Figure 4D). This shows the two groups

have different responses to habitat richness, but the inconclusive
results for endemic species seem to rule out habitat richness as
a primary driver of the relationship between alien and endemic
species richness. In this case this implies that habitat richness is
explored differently by alien and endemics potentially because
alien species are habitat generalists while endemics are specialists

FIGURE 4 | Estimated smooth terms for (A) alien species richness and altitude, (B) endemic species richness and altitude, (C) alien species richness and habitat

richness, (D) endemic species richness and habitat richness, and (E) endemic species richness and native species richness. Smooth terms (black lines) are given in

the linear predictor scale and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are indicated with gray intervals. The numbers after the commas in the y-axis titles are the

estimated degrees of freedom of the smooth terms. Rug on the horizontal axis represents density of datapoints.
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(Harrison, 1999; Evangelista et al., 2008). More often than not,
high habitat richness locations contain agricultural or artificial
habitats (i.e., high habitat richness is associated with non-natural,
modified habitats). This is particularly important as due to
climatic change, disproportionately more high altitude habitats
are likely to be modified (Louca et al., 2015), thereby increasing
habitat richness in high altitute locations (Dirnböck et al., 2011).
Additional post-hoc analysis regarding alien species richness
exhibited no consistent trends against indices of temperature
(mean, warmest, and coldest) or precipitation (mean, wettest,
and driest); (Figure S2).

Understanding the mechanisms by which alien plants impact
native (Vilà et al., 2011) or endemic species (Thomson, 2005)
is a key question for understanding alien species dynamics. The
interaction between alien and native species may also be positive
through mutualism or facilitation (Mooney and Cleland, 2001;
Rodriguez, 2006). A key question that arises here is whether
patterns of endemic species can provide long-term resistance
indicators to invasions, or if the inverse pattern between alien
and endemics is simply a result of isolation and inaccessibility
due to high altitude. Eitherway this has strong implications
for conservation: high altitude locations would need to remain
unmodified as their habitat modification could result in increased
habitat richness that in turn can be explored by alien species
(Marvier et al., 2004). While speciation in endemic species
could be linked to their biogeographical and genetic isolation
from closely related species (Cañadas et al., 2014), the positive
correlation with native species richness shows more endemic
species are present in areas with higher richness (Figure 4E),
and the dynamics of the relationship between endemic and alien
species richness are not simply proxies for relationships with total
species richness. In addition, endemic and alien components of
the flora are not random assemblages of species: there are more
alien than endemic families, and the pool of alien species is less
of a random selection of species than it is for endemics (Vilà and
López-Darias, 2006).

CONCLUSIONS

Using the Mediterranean island of Crete as a case study, we
suggest a framework for analyzing spatial data of alien species
distributions, based on environmental predictors, aiming to
gain an understanding of their spatial patterns and spread.
The analysis involved a three-way coupling of data [(i) spatial
plant species distributions, (ii) land-use data, and (iii) physical
geography-related data, such as climatic, altitudinal, and soil
data]. Technological developments in smart sensors, social
networks, and digital maps, spatio-temporal data are more

available than ever before (Reis et al., 2015; Miyazaki et al.,
2016; Niphadkar and Nagendra, 2016) and ecology in the big
data era needs to integrate novel methods for their analysis
(Moustakas, 2017). The availability of large datasets poses great
challenges in data analytics (Moustakas and Evans, 2017) but also
increased availability of computing power facilitates the use of
computationally-intensive methods for the analysis of such data
in ecology (Moustakas and Evans, 2015).

Despite the relatively large volume of data, the analysis
conducted was on a hypothesis-based model selection rather
than statistical-only model selection. Recent debates in data
analytics have argued that the availability of a large volume of
data will make the scientific method obsolete (Anderson, 2008);
hypothesis-driven, or equation-driven research will become
irrelevant and hypothesis-free data mining will be used instead
(Anderson, 2008). This analysis showcases that if one simply
relies on data-driven science several components of scientific
methods could bemade poorer (Moustakas, 2017). This study has
identified an inverse relation between alien and endemic species
richness, to our knowledge a novel result. The result was derived
via a correlative analysis which does not show causality nor
provide a mechanism. However, it has identified the potential for
learning patterns, traits, and proccesses from endemic species as
counter preferences or potentially competitive exclusion between
alien and endemic species. This could be achieved via (a) field
experiments and mechanistic studies (b) biogeographic analysis
of alien and endemics and (c) exploring additional variables than
the ones explored here at a macroecological scale as potential
traits.
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